index

brainstem

bone windows

bony infiltration (and its assessment) 3, 76

cranial nerve reouting 553
degree of 514

bone windows

axial CT 30–33

coronial CT 34–35

bony margins of jugular fossa 12

Brackmann suction irritation 149

bransten

in class C1D1 tumor surgery, clinical case 636, 637

in class C2D1 tumor surgery, clinical case 312, 313

in class C3D2 tumor surgery, clinical cases 411–412, 424–425
combined with vagal paraganglioma 189–190

in class C4D2 tumor surgery, clinical case 648–649

cranial nerve arrangement 21–22
see also medulla; pons

C

C1 segment of ICA see foramen lacerum segment

C4 segment see cavernous segment

C5 (clinoid) segment of ICA 51

C6 (ophthalmic) segment of ICA 51, 54–55

C7 (communicating) segment of ICA 51, 54–55

cameras 149

canal wall down mastoidectomy

class B2 tumors 196

class B3 tumors 217

class C tumors 228

and facial nerve graft 522

lower cranial nerve management and 629

canal wall up mastoidectomy

class B1 tumors 161

class B2 tumors, clinical case 193

canalplasty

class A1 tumors 163

class A2 tumors 174, 175

class B3 tumors 206

cancellous bone removal 344

ICA involvement and 573

carotidotympanic artery

angiography 53

bipolar coagulation following identification, class C2D1 tumor 286

carotid artery (in general)

aberrant 86

aneurysm, intrapetrous 86

injury see injury reconstruction in carotid body tumor surgery 463

carotid artery, common manual compression 125, 131

in vagal paraganglioma surgery 356

carotidotomy, external (ECA)

angiography 42–51

carotid body tumors 463, 485

bilateral 472, 473–474, 478, 482
classical case 465, 467, 468, 472, 473–474, 478, 482
dissection 462, 468

embolization of branches 111

vagal paragangliomas 348

surgical clip closure of feeding artery 365

carotid artery, internal (ICA) 51–55, 555–616

angiography 51–55, 564

balloon occlusion see balloon occlusion bleeding control 567

cavernous segment 54

CT 31, 33, 34

dissection and resection after permanent balloon occlusion 606–614

exposure 567–570

hunts and pitfalls in management of 615

involvement (in general or unspecified) 572–614

accuracy in communicating degree of 227–228

clinical cases 572–606, 608–614

intradural extension and 636, 654

management 570–614

involvement in carotid body tumors 456

bilateral lesions 471, 472, 473, 474, 478, 481, 483, 484

clinical cases 465, 468–469, 471, 473, 474, 478, 481, 483, 484

involvement in TJPs (and paragangliomas in general) 120–135, 399–400

bilateral 105, 133


definitive management of C2D1 tumor clinical case 282–285

facial nerve management and 500, 540–541, 544

interventional radiology 111–112, 120–135

preoperative assessment and 573

treatment options and decisions with 100, 104, 105, 108

vertebral artery involvement and 666

involvement in vagal paraganglioma 348


MRI 39, 40, 41

preoperative assessment and management see preoperative period

pteropalatine segment of internal maxillary artery Anastomosis with 48

sacrifice 108, 314, 606

clinical cases 316–335, 435

single, on lesion side 400

stenting see stenting

subadventitial dissection see subadventitial dissection

surgical anatomy 555–564

vagal paraganglioma surgery and 366, 372–373

carotid body tumors (paragangliomas arising at carotid bifurcation) 294, 348, 455–488

anatomy and physiology 455

clinical cases 264, 464–485
combined with class C3D2 tumor 587–591
combined with vagal paraganglioma 360–367

clinical presentations 90, 455–456

diagnosis and classification 456–457
see also Shamblin grading

embolization 113, 458, 462

hunts and pitfalls 485

imaging see radiology

malignancy 456, 458

multiple (incl. bilateral) lesions 105, 133, 360–367, 458, 469–485
clinical cases 264, 360–367, 469–485

combination with vagal paraganglioma 360–367

unsuspected contralateral tumor 264

neurovascular anatomy pertaining to 24–25

pathology 2, 455–456

pathophysiology 3

postoperative management 463

preoperative management 458–459

staging 91, 105

surgical management 295, 366, 459–462

surgical results and assessments 462–463

treatment options and decisions 104

bilateral disease 105, 133

carotid bulb 51

carotid canal horizontal portion see horizontal portion

postero inferior drilling 576
coil occlusion or embolization
class C2De1 tumor 284
class C3Di2Ve tumor 669
vertebral artery 141, 669
collateral anastomoses and pathways
ascending pharyngeal artery with vertebral artery 45
embolization and knowledge of 112
in ICA occlusion
assessing efficacy 125, 131
recruitment 131
color 3D angioCT see three-dimensional color angio CT
communicating arteries
anterior 62
class C3Di2 tumor and collateral supply by 418
posterior 62
class C3Di2 tumor and collateral supply by 419
communicating segment (C7) of ICA 51, 54–55
complex TJPs 397–504
clinical cases 404–453
staged removal 316–335, 438–453
hists and pitfalls 453
periprocedural complicating factors 397–403
complications, postoperative/postprocedural 681–684
balloon occlusion see balloon occlusion
stenoting of ICA 605, 615
computed tomography (CT) 29, 30–35
axial, bone windows 30–33
carotid body tumors 456
postoperative, with bilateral tumors 484–485
coronar, bone windows 34–35
facial nerve grafting, preoperative 528, 540
in long-term follow-up 684
preoperative assessment
ICA 120, 125
vertebral artery 138–141
TJPs, preoperative
class B3 210, 224
class C1 260, 497
class C2De1 289, 291
class C2Di1 314
class C3Di2 410, 412, 422, 678
class C3Di2Ve combined with vagal paraganglioma 328
class C4Di2 441, 646
facial nerve management and 497
TJPs, preoperative 75, 76
class B1 183
class B2 192
class B3 206, 540
class C1 254
class C2 combined with vagal paraganglioma 375–376
class C2Di1 302
class C3, ICA stenting 581
class C3Di2 415–416
class C3Di2Ve 405–406
class C4Di2Ve 438, 450–451, 597
vagal paragangliomas 347–348
combined with TJP 375–376
postoperative clinical case 367
recurrence 380
computed tomography angiography
(angio CT) 43, 45, 48, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61
class C4Di2Ve tumor 441
condylar canal
anterior see hypoglossal canal
posterior 17
condylar emissary vein
anterior 68–69
posterior 68
lower cranial nerve management and 628
condylar veins
anterior 12, 18
class C tumor surgery 228
posterior 12
management (bleeding/closure) 618
condylar venous confluent, anterior 69
confluence of sinuses 64
conservative management of carotid body tumors 463
contrast-enhanced MRI
axial T1 39–40
balloon occlusion of ICA 565
carotid body tumor (bilateral) 470
TJPs
class B3 and facial nerve grafting 541
class C3 and ICA management 586, 588, 591, 599, 600
combined with carotid body tumor 588
complex 416, 426, 430–431, 451
intradural extension 639, 651–652
vertebral artery involvement 675–676
vagal paraganglioma, clinical cases 381–382, 389–390
combined with jugular paraganglioma 335
post-intervention 394–395
convexity branches of middle meningeal artery, anterior and posterior 51
coronar CT, bone windows 34–35
coronal MRI
T1-weighted 41
TJPs 76–77
corticosteroids 681
cranial base see skull base
cranial branches of internal maxillary artery 49
cranial fossa
middle, CT 32
posterior, CT 30
posterior, dura
infiltration, clinical cases 434–435, 440, 444, 574, 636
lower cranial nerve management and 626
vertebral artery involvement and 662, 662
cranial nerves (CN) 623–632
in class C tumor surgery 228, 249
clinical cases 286, 296–297, 310, 311, 312, 421, 425, 649
iatrogenic damage (causing deficits/ functional loss) 682–690
with embolization 112
rehabilitation 682–684
see also palsies (subheading below)
intradural extension indicating involvement of 633
microsurgical instruments for anastomoses 154
monitoring, facial nerve see facial nerve monitoring, lower CNs 154–155, 631–632
potential problems 632
MRI of lower CNs 36
palsies (lower)
algorithm for bilateral paragangliomas and unilateral palsy 402
following class C tumor surgery 343, 436
following vagal paraganglioma surgery 358
principles of management of lower CNs 623–632
clinical case 625–632
hists and pitfalls 632
maximizing preservation 624
potential problems 632
schwannoma of lower CNs 86
surgical anatomy 12, 20, 21–22, 25–26, 623
lower CNs 13, 20, 21–22, 228
vesico management and lower CNs 617, 621
vertebral artery involvement and lower CNs 664, 679
see also specific nerves
cranio-cervical junction, class C4Di2Vi tumor extension to 438
cranio-cervical vessels see vasculature cranio-temporo-cervical approach with class C tumors 238, 256
case 336–345
crianotomy in vertebral artery approach 659, 660
cutting mode (Venaluss machine) 151–152

D

deafness see hearing loss
decision making see treatment options
decompression of ICA 570, 571
with partial mobilization 571
dep deep cervical fascia, carotid body tumor surgery 481
dep venous system filling, angiographic
assessment 132
definitions 1, 347
dental artery, inferior 48
dexamethasone 681
digastric muscle 15, 24
in carotid body tumors 485
bilateral lesions 472, 477, 479
in class C tumors, in infratemporal fossa
type A approach with transcondylar extension 239, 240, 253
clinical cases of C2 tumor 337, 339, 514
clinical cases of C2De1 tumor 267, 268, 269, 288
facial–hypoglossal nerve anastomosis and 551, 552
in vagal paraganglioma, clinical case 373
digital camera 149
digital subtraction angiography of carotid body tumors 456
case 464
direct puncture in embolization 120
discharge of patient 682
Dorello’s canal, surgical anatomy 557, 561
drills 149
drugs (medication)
postoperative 681–682
thromboembolism prevention see thromboembolism prevention
dura
replacement (class De1/2) 81
clinical case 261
at jugular bulb level, and ICA management 604
resection with class C3Di2 and vagal paraganglioma combined 331
retraction leading to facial nerve stress 563
within or beneath see intradural area
dural venous sinus 64–68
closure 618
potential problems 621–622
dysphagia (swallowing dysfunction) due
to vagal injury 685–689

ear, middle see middle ear
EGIN3 4
elderly
class B2 surgery 168
class C3 De1/2 tumor, TJPs decision making 103
electrocautery, bipolar see bipolar
coeagulation
electrodes in facial nerve monitoring 155–156
electromyography (EMG)
in facial nerve monitoring 155, 156–159
in vagal injury 686–687
embolization 111–120
aims and effects 111
carotid body tumors 113, 458, 462
complications 112
direct puncture in 120

technique 111–112

see also specific techniques
TJPs 112–113

class C see class C TJPs
vagal paragangliomas 113, 120, 136, 348
validation 112

EMG see electromyography
emissary veins 63, 67–68, 68–69
hypertrophy 617
endolymphatic sac tumor 89
devascular interventional
neuroradiology 111–145
vagal paragangliomas 113, 120, 136, 348–349
hints and pitfalls 395
epidemiology 1–2
epitympanum, tumor located in 542
eustachian tube
class B3 tumor occupying, clinical case 213, 214, 215, 544
surgical anatomy (in relation to ICA) 555, 560, 561
extradural extension, TJPs with (class De) 98
clinical cases 261–300, 429–437
decision making 103
extradural segments of vertebral artery 22–23
TJPs engulfing (class Ve) 82, 98
case 665–671
extraosseous (V1) segment of vertebral artery 22, 55
extraspinal segment of vertebral artery
see V3
extratemporal facial nerve 514
anatomy 490–491
clinical cases 499, 502, 512

facial artery
angiography 42
carotid body tumor surgery 467
facial nerve (CNVII) 489–554, 682–683
anterograde rerouting, 492, 496, 506, 509, 559, 602, 624, 654
results 515
specific technical points 514
on brainstem 638
class A1 tumor surgery 491
class A2 tumor surgery 164, 491
class B1 tumor surgery 491
class C1 185, 188
class B2 tumor surgery 166, 491–492
clinical cases 193, 194, 202, 203
class B3 tumor surgery 207, 219, 220, 492, 493
class C1–C4 tumor surgery 226, 227, 228, 344, 453, 492
C1 see class C
C2De1 268, 272, 273, 274–276, 277, 293, 297, 326–358
C2Di1 307, 308–309, 313
C3De2Di1 432
C3Di2 combined with vagal paraganglioma 323–324, 330, 332, 334
C3Di2Vi 602
C4Di2Vi 441, 442, 453
in infratemporal fossa type A
approach with transcondylar extension 239, 241–242, 268
CT 35
degree of tumor involvement
influencing management of 492–552
clinical cases 497–552
dural retraction leading to stress on 563
Fisch classification in management of 491–492
functional considerations in surgery 108
confirmation of functional integrity 158
postoperative function prediction 158–159
grafting 518–550, 682, 683
harvesting of donor nerve 518–520
results 550
hints and pitfalls in management 553
hypoglossal nerve anastomosis with 550–552
identification 157, 490–491
infratemporal 558, 563
localization/mapping 157
microinstruments for anastomoses 154
mobiliation 495–496, 568
monitoring (intraoperatively) 147, 155–159
anterior rerouting 514
instrumentation 155–156
purposes 155

technique 156–159
MRI 38
rehabilitation 682–683
grafts see subheading above
results of transposition 515
surgical anatomy 13, 19, 21, 489, 490–491, 558–559, 563
surgical trauma 682–683
prevention 157–158
vagal paraganglioma surgery 489–554
clinical case 362, 362–363

facial veins 67–68
in carotid body tumor surgery 479
in class C2De1 clinical case 269
fallopian bridge technique 227, 254, 492, 493–496
clinical case 497–513
fallopian canal
facial nerve dissection from with class C tumors 228, 505
clinical cases 275, 505
with vagal paraganglioma, clinical case 362–363

facial nerve grafting and, clinical case 528
ICA management and, clinical case 602
skeletonization with carotid body tumors 476
familial paraganglioma syndromes 1, 3–4
carotid body tumors in 455
clinical cases 290–300
clinical presentation 4–5
treatment options and decision making 105, 395
family history taking, TJPs and 86
far-lateral approach to class C tumors 36
fascial grafts see temporalis fascial grafts
femoral artery approach in balloon occlusion test 131
Fisch Classification System for TJP,
modified 79–82, 98, 160
embolization and 112

fetal nerve management and 491–492
illustrations for C1–C4 101
surgical management and 160
vagal paragangliomas added to 349
stage I clinical cases 352–359, 368–378
stage II clinical cases 360–367
stage III clinical case 389–395
flaps (muscle) for skull base
reconstruction 653
flexible endoscopic evaluation of
swallowing (FEES) with sensory testing (FEESST) 680
fluoroscopic control, embolization under 111
follow-up
long-term 684
postoperative 106
regular (long-term) 106
foramen jugulare see jugular foramen
foramen lacerum, anterior, TJPs reaching see class C4 TJPs
foramen lacerum segment (C3) of ICA
angiographic anatomy 51, 53
surgical anatomy 557, 561
foramen magnum involvement 398–399
residual tumor 668, 669
foramen transversarium in vertebral
artery approach 660
foraminal (V2/transverse) segment of vertebral artery 22, 55, 665
forceps
bipolar 151
microsurgery 153
fossa see cranial fossa; infratemporal fossa; jugular foramen/fossa
functional evaluation of swallowing (FEES) and with sensory testing (FEESST) 686
Gadolinium-enhanced MRI
axial T1 39–40
balloon occlusion of ICA 565
carotid body tumor (bilateral) 470
TJPs
- class B3 and facial nerve grafting
- class C3 and ICA management
- combined with carotid body tumor
- complex 416, 426, 430–431, 451
-intradural extension 639, 651–652
- vertebral artery involvement 675–676
-vagal paraganglioma, clinical cases
- with jugular paraganglioma 335
-post-intervention 394–395
-gasserian ganglion, surgical anatomy (in relation to ICA) 555–556, 561
gender (sex) and incidence
-genetic defects 1, 3–4
carotid body tumors and 455–456
testing 4, 5
treatment options and decision making in patients with 105
genetic testing/screening/counseling
-TJPs and 86
geniculate ganglion
- surgical nerve management and 496, 514, 553
case 505, 507, 509, 537
-surgical anatomy (in relation to ICA) 555, 562, 563
-Glasscock-Jackson classification system of TJPs
-glomus jugulare see tympanojugular paragangliomas
-glomus tumor, definition 1, 347
-glomus vagale/innominate see vaginal paragangliomas
-glosopharyngeal nerve (CNIX)
-accidental direct stimulation in lower cranial nerve monitoring 154
-class C tumor surgery 228, 344
-C2 clinical case 337
-C2De1 clinical case 297
-C3De2D1 clinical case 436
-injury (and consequential palsy) 687
-after vagal paraganglioma surgery 374
-monitoring 631, 632
-MRI 36
-surgical anatomy 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 623
-in relation to ICA 555
-typanic branch 17, 22
-grafting in carotid artery injury 462
growth rate 3
-Gruppo Otologico Approach
-TJPs 227–253
-vaginal paragangliomas 351

H

Hearing loss 684
-class B2 paraganglioma with, clinical case 196–204
-class B3 paraganglioma with, clinical case 211–215
class C1 paraganglioma with, clinical case 254–260
-class C2 paraganglioma with, clinical case 336–343
-class C3De2 paraganglioma with, clinical case 316–335
-rehabilitation 684
-surgery for TJPs paraganglioma and risk of 107
-hemostasis (bleeding control)
-class A and B tumor surgery 225
-ICA control 567
-venous 617–622
-heparin (low-molecular-weight), stenting of ICA 566
-heredity see genetic defects; genetic testing
-HIF (hypoxia inducible factors 1 and 2) 4
-high-resolution CT
-ICA preoperative assessment 125
-TJPs 76
-histopathology 2
-historical overview 5–7
-horizontal portion of carotid canal angiography 53
-exposure/drilling 585, 603
-and permanent balloon occlusion of ICA 668
-tumors invading see class C TJPs
-horizontal segment of ICA (in petrous bone)
-class C3 clinical case, CT 581
-class C4Di2V1 clinical case 448, 449
-exposure 568
-surgical anatomy 555, 560, 561, 563
-hypoglossal branch of ascending pharyngeal artery 45
-hypoglossal canal (anterior condylar canal)
erosion by paraganglioma 77
-MRI 36, 39, 41
-surgical anatomy 17–18, 20
-hypoglossal nerve (CN XII) 550–552
-carotid body tumor surgery 472, 479, 480
-class C tumor surgery 228, 244, 246
-C2 clinical case 342
-C2De1 clinical case 269
-C3De2D1 clinical case, palsy 436
-CT 36
-facial nerve anastomosis with 550–552
-monitoring 631
-MRI 36
-surgical anatomy 18, 22, 25–26, 228, 550, 623
-in exposure of cervical segment of ICA 567
-vagal paraganglioma surgery
- clinical case 358
-palsies 358
-hypophyseal artery, posteriorinferior 53–54
-hypotensive anesthesia 146
-hypotympanum
-class C1 tumor approach via 226
-TJPs with extension to see class B1 TJPs;
-class B2 TJPs
-TJPs without extension to see class A TJPs
-hypoxia inducible factors 1 and 2 (HIF) 4

I

Iatrogenic damage see injury
-imaging see radiology
-implants, laryngeal 687, 688
-incudostapedial joint disarticulation 225
-class B2 tumors 198
class C1 tumor, and facial nerve graft 522
-incus (and its removal)
-class B1 tumor 184
-class B2 198
-class B3 tumor 207, 218
-class C1 tumor 523
-class C2D1 308
-inferomedial compartment with class C and D TJPs, embolization and 113
-infralabyrinthine area approach to class C tumors 226–227, 228, 232
-ICA involvement 573
-lower cranial nerve management and dissection of 625
-infratemporal facial nerve, surgical anatomy (in relation to ICA) 558, 559, 563
-infratemporal fossa, class C3Di2Ve tumor clinical case and involvement of 666
-infratemporal fossa approach (ITFA) to class C1–C4 TJPs 226, 237
-clinical cases 255, 264, 405, 419, 432, 640, 645, 646, 668
-morbidity 261
-type A 228–234
carotid body tumors 460
-complex TJPs 419, 432, 438
-extensions of 234–253, 343, 405
-see also specific extensions
-facial nerve rerouting and 496
-in vertebrobasilar artery involvement 668
-see also infratemporal approach
-infratemporal fossa approach (ITFA) to vagal paragangliomas 351
case 352
-infratemporal circulation time, angiographic evaluation 132
-inheritance see genetic defects; genetic testing
-injury/truma (iatrogenic damage), surgical
-ICA (carotid artery generally) 567, 615
-in carotid body tumor surgery 462
-nerve see cranial nerves; facial nerve instrumentation 149–152
-facial nerve monitoring 155–156
-interventional neuroradiology see endovascular intervention neuroradiology
-intrabulbar dissection with class C2De1 tumor 281
-intracranial extension, TJPs with see class D TJPs
-intracranial pressure 681
-venous system and its impact on 621, 622, 681
-intracranial segment of vertebral artery see V4 segment
-intracranial venous system see venous system
-intradural area/region (within or beneath dura) 633–655
-anatomy 20–21
-order of resection (intradural or extradural first) 653
-TJPs with extension into (class Di) 98, 344, 397–398, 633–655
-clinical cases 301–335, 404–453, 587–606, 634–639, 640–652
-dissection technique 234, 645–651
-hints and pitfalls 654
-minimizing recurrence 654
skull base reconstruction 653
treatment options/decisions 100, 103
vagal paraganglioma extending into, clinical case 389
see also cranial fossa, posterior
intracranial segment of vertebral artery see V4 segment
intrapetrous segment of ICA see petrous segment
intratemporal facial nerve, anatomy 489, 490
ischemia, cerebral, delayed, complicating balloon occlusion of internal carotid artery 125–131

I

Jacobson (tympanic) nerve 17, 22
jugular branch of ascending pharyngeal artery 45
jugular bulb (JB) anomalies 88
in class C1 tumor surgery 256, 258, 500
in class C2De1 tumor surgery 281
in class C3Di2 tumor surgery 420, 421, 604
in class C4Di2Vi tumor surgery 440
CT 31, 35
facial nerve anatomy (and its management) in relation to 489, 494, 500
MRI 39
sacrifice 99–100
surgical anatomy 12, 16, 559, 562
TJPs eroding (but limited carotid canal involvement) see class C1 TJPs
TJPs without erosion of see class B TJPs
jugular foramen/fossa (JF) chondrosarcoma 88
CT 35
differential diagnosis of lesions involving 86–89
erosion, clinical case 254
meningioma 88
MRI 39
surgical anatomy 12–19
anterior relationships 17
bony margins 12
inferior relationships 17–18
internal 12–13
lateral relationships 15
lower cranial nerve arrangement 21–22
medial relationships 17
posterior relationships 19
superior relationships 16–17
surgical approaches 226–228
arguments against conservative approaches 226–227
principles 226–228
TJPs involving see to class B TJPs; class C TJPs
jugular paragangliomas 226
definition 1
epidemiology 1
pathophysiology 2
jugular process (of occipital)
carotid body tumor surgery 476
class C tumor surgery 244, 245
jugular tubercle 17
class C tumor surgery 244
C3Di2 clinical case 421
jugular veins, anterior 70
jugular veins, external 70
jugular veins, internal 70
in carotid body tumor (bilateral) surgery 470, 479
in class C tumor surgery 232, 247
clinical cases 280, 294, 340, 342, 408, 420, 421, 500
and facial nerve management 500
management (identification/closure) 617, 618–619
potential problems 621–622
spinal accessory nerve in relation to 620, 627, 632
in vagal paraganglioma surgery, clinical cases 356, 364, 372, 380
jugular veins posterior 70
jugulocarotid spine in class C2 tumor surgery 341, clinical case 341
jugulosigmoid system
bilateral paragangliomas involving 105
preservation 227
juxtacondylar approach to vagal paragangliomas 351

L

labyrinth (incl. bony labyrinth) 19–20
in class C3Di2 tumor surgery 422, 423, 424, 440, 443
combined with vagal paraganglioma 330
posterior 20
see also infralabyrinthine area; translabyrinthine approach; translabyrinthine–transclival approach
labyrinthine arteries 60
lacerum see foramen lacerum
large intradural extension 397–398
large-sized TJPs 397
laryngeal pathophysiolog in high vagal injury 685–689
lateral process of C1, in C2De1 clinical case 269
levator scapulae 18
in vertebral artery approach 658, 660
lingual artery, angiography 42
long-term follow-up 684
longissimus capitis invertebral artery 523
lumbar drainage 681
Luschka’s foramen, MRI 36
lymph nodes (regional)
malignancy 3
carotid body tumors 456, 458
in familial paraganglioma syndromes 4
metastases see metastatic disease
malleus
class A2 tumor surgery 166
clinical case 177, 180
class B tumor surgery, clinical case 166
class C1 tumor surgery, clinical case 523
class C2Di1 tumor surgery, clinical case 308
CT 35
mandibular branch of trigeminal nerve, surgical anatomy (in relation to ICA) 555, 560
mandibular condyle in class C tumor surgery 232
see also transmandibular approach
mandibular segment of maxillary artery, angiography 48, 49
mandibulotomy in exposure of cervical segment of ICA 568
manual compression test (of common carotid artery) 125, 131
manubrium of malleus in class A2 tumor surgery 166
clinical case 177
marginal tentorial arteries 54
mastoid (mastoid part/process of temporal bone) in carotid body tumor surgery 485
clinical cases 476, 479
in class C2 surgery 339, 339–340
in class C2Di1 surgery 307
surgical anatomy 12, 15
TJPs with extension to hypotympanum and 79, 98

aus: Sanna u. a., Microsurgery of Skull Base Paragangliomas (ISBN 9783131486110) © 2013 Georg Thieme Verlag KG
periadvential tumor dissection
periosteum of atlas
artery
petroclival
petrosal nerve, greater
superior
petrosal sinus,
inferior
pes anserinus and facial nerve rerouting
class B 3 tumors
class C 2D0 tumor combined with vagal paraganglioma
periosteum of atlas in vertebral artery approach
pharyngeal artery, angiography
petrous part of temporal bone
petrous segment (C2) of ICA
class B 3 tumors
class C 2D0 tumor combined with vagal paraganglioma
class C 3Di2 combined with vagal paraganglioma
posteriorlateral compartment with class C DJPs, embolization and
postoperative period 152–154, 681–684
in balloon occlusion of ICA
facial nerve function in, prediction
follow-up in
management 152–154
carotid body tumors
complex paragangliomas
vagal paragangliomas
see also complications
post-styloid division of parapharyngeal space, differential diagnosis of masses
pregenulate portion of facial nerve
preoperative period/considerations
carotid body tumors
ICA
indications for presurgical management
neuroradiological assessment
stenting
stenting vagal paragangliomas
vertebral artery assessment
basilar artery in relation to
ICA
ICAs
ICA and DJPs, embolization and
postoperative period 152–154
recurrence after
vagal paraganglioma
clinical cases
indications
see also stereotactic radiosurgery
reconstructive surgery
section
vascular, in carotid body tumor surgery
recording electrodes in facial nerve monitoring
rectus capitis lateralis
recurrence (after treatment)
factors favoring
in intradural extension, minimizing
management
postoperative follow-up detecting
vagal paragangliomas
resuscitation in ICA injury
retinal vein, central
retroauricular approach
class A2 tumors
class B3 tumors
retroauricular–transcanal approach, class A2 tumors
clinical case
retroauricular–transmastoid approach, class B1/B2 tumors
retroauricular–transmastoid–transcervical approach to carotid body tumors
clinical case
retrofacial air cells
class B3 tumor and facial nerve management
class C1 tumor and facial nerve management
class C2D0 tumor combined with vagal paraganglioma and infiltration of
retrofacial tympanotomy
retrosigmoid approach to class C tumors
rising sun
round window
class A2 tumor surgery
class B3 tumor surgery
T1-weighted MRI
axial gadolinium-enhanced coronal 41
T2-weighted MRI, axial 36–38
temporal artery middle deep, angiography superficial, angiography 48
temporal bone carotid canal see carotid canal dissections 490
facial nerve anatomy through 489, 490
jugular fossa bounded by 12
mastoid part/process see mastoid paragangliomas, pathology petrous part see petrous part
styloid process see styloid process of temporal bone

Tumors limited to the tympanomastoid compartment of, without jugular bulb erosion see class B TJPs see also entries under infratemporal temporalis fascial grafts
class A2 tumor surgery 164–165
clinical case 177
class B1 tumor surgery, clinical case 191
class B2 tumor surgery, clinical case 183
class C2 tumor surgery, clinical case 535
temporalis muscle flaps, skull base reconstruction 653
in infratemporal fossa approach type A to class C1–C4 tumors 234
in transcondylo–transcubital extension 253
temporomandibular joint in class C2De1 clinical case 278
temporal arteries, marginal and basil 54
tentorium, TJP reaching 406
theatre (operating room) setup 146–149
three-dimensional (3D) color angiography CT
carotid body tumors (bilateral) 484–485
class C3 tumors and ICA management 586, 591
class C4D2Vi tumor 452, 597, 676
thromboembolism prevention carotid body tumor surgery 485
in stenting of ICA 566
thyroid artery, superior, angiography 42
thyroplasty 688, 689
pons/segment of posterior inferior cerebellar artery 59
torticollar herophili 64
total vs. subtotal resection, indications 106
tragal pointer and extratemporal facial nerve anatomy 490
transapical extension, translabyrinthine approach with, clinical case of class C4D2Vi tumor 441–446
transcanal approach (via external auditory canal), class A1 tumors 163
transcervical approach carotid body tumors 459, 460
case 472–475
vagal paragangliomas 351
clinical cases 335–336, 371
transcervical–transmastoid approach to vagal paragangliomas 351
transcervical and translabyrinthine approach to class C3D2i tumor combined with vagal paraganglioma 329–335
transcochlear approach class C tumors 236
case 411 to vertebral artery 656, 657, 658, 665, 677
transcondylar approach/extension (transcubital approach) 227, 234, 236–253
case 261–289, 336–345, 405, 420
to vertebral artery, extreme lateral/far-lateral 656, 657, 665, 670, 672, 674, 679
transjugular approach to class C tumors 226, 227
translabyrinthine approach (transotic approach) 562
case C tumors 236
with transapical extension, clinical case 441–446
translabyrinthine–transcervical approach to class C3D2 tumor combined with vagal paraganglioma 329–335
transmandibular approach to vagal paragangliomas 351
tumors to the tympanomastoid compartment of, without jugular bulb erosion see class B TJPs see also entries under infratemporal
transoral approaches 74–75
transoral–transmastoid approach
transverse foramen (foramen transversarium) in vertebral artery approach 660
transverse process of atlas 18, 22
in vagal paraganglioma surgery, clinical case 356
transverse segment (V2/foraminar segment) of vertebral artery 22, 55, 656
transverse sinuses angiography 63, 65
case class C3D2Ve tumor reaching 666
trauma, surgical see injury treatment options and decision making 98–110
genetic defects and familial syndromes 105, 395
multiple lesions 105, 402, 403
solitary lesions 98–104
trigeminal nerve (CNV) 560
mandibular branch, surgical anatomy (in relation to ICA) 555, 560
MRI 38
class B1 tumor surgery, clinical case 191
class B2 tumors 166
B1 clinical case 191
tympanoplasty, closed, facial nerve management in class B1 491
class B2 tumors 166
B1, 166, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 190, 191, 491
B2 166, 193, 194, 195
care to prevent damage in 225
class B3 tumors and ICA management and 491, 495, 553
class C1 tumor 256
tympanotomy, retrofacial 225, 491
facial nerve management and 553
tympanotomy, subfacial recess 193
class B2 tumor, clinical case 193
class B3 tumor, clinical case 220, 222
unresectable tumors, management 106

V1 (extraosseous/pretransverse) segment of vertebral artery 22, 55, 656
V2 (foraminal/transverse) segment of vertebral artery 22, 55, 656
V3 (extraspinal) segment of vertebral artery 22, 55, 57, 656
interventional neuroradiology of tumor involving 138, 138
venous plexus around 70–71
V4 (intradural; intracranial) segment of vertebral artery 23–24, 55, 58, 656
TJPs involving (V) 82
clinical cases 404–413, 437–453
interventional neuroradiology 138
vagal paragangliomas (glomus vagale) 1, 100–104, 347–396
anatomy 347
clinical cases 352–359
bilateral tumors 352–359
combined with C2 TJPs 375–378
combined with C3Di2 TJPs 316–335, 608–614
recurrent tumor 375–395
clinical presentation 90
degree of extension at diagnosis 349
diagnosis 347–348
imaging 90, 347–348
embolization 112, 130, 136, 348
facial nerve management see facial nerve
pathology 2
pathophysiology 347
postoperative management 352
preoperative considerations 351
radiotherapy indications 349
staging 91, 104
stenting 136, 139–141, 349
surgical approaches 351
symptoms 347
treatment options/decisions 100–104, 348–349
vagus nerve (CNX)
accidental direct stimulation in lower cranial nerve monitoring 154
in class C2De1 tumor surgery, clinical cases 269, 294–295
injury (and consequential palsy/paralysis) 685–690
with complex TJP paraganglioma, clinical case 436
with vagal paraganglioma, clinical case 358
intradural extension and 642
monitoring 631, 632
MRI 36
palsy/paralysis
postoperative see injury (subheading above)
preoperative, clinical case 290–300
surgical anatomy 12, 14, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25–26, 623
auricular branch (Arnold nerve) 17, 22
in vagal paraganglioma surgery, clinical case 364, 365
vascularity (cranio cervical)
angiography see angiography
collateral see collateral anastomoses and pathways
injury see injury
reconstruction in carotid body tumor surgery 462–463
surgical anatomy pertaining to carotid body tumors 24–25
vascular compartments and embolization of class C and D tumors 113
see also arterial supply; venous system and specific vessels
vasospasm in ICA injury 615
velopharyngeal incompetence to vagal injury 686, 688
venous graft in carotid artery injury 462
venous system/drainage (cranio cervical) 63–72, 617–622
angiography 63–72
assessment of venous filling 132
extracranial 69–72, 617–622
intracranial 63–69, 617–622
clinical case of C3Di2 and vagal paraganglioma combined and 333
connections between 68–69
intracranial pressure affected by 621, 622, 681
principles of management 617–622
treatment options and decision making regarding 105, 108
vertebral artery surrounded by 679
vertebral artery 22–24, 55–62, 656–680
anastomosis of ascending pharyngeal artery with 45
embolization 111–112
vagal paragangliomas 348
intradural extension and 642
involvement (by TJPs) 344, 401, 656–680
classification by degree of see class V TJPs
clinical cases 404–413, 437–453, 588, 661–678
hints and pitfalls 679
illustrations 101
interventional neuroradiology 138–141
surgery and major surgical considerations 108, 657–660
preoperative evaluation 138–141, 656
radiological anatomy
angiography 55–62
MRI 39, 40
surgical anatomy 20, 22–24
extradural segments see extradural segments
intradural segment see V4 (intradural; intracranial)
segment V3 segment see V3
vagal paraganglioma supplied by 391
vertebral vein 70–72
vertebral venous plexus 70
vertebrobasilar junction angiography 59
in vertebral artery involvement 679
clinical case 678
vertical portion of carotid canal 17
TJPs invading see class C1 TJPs; class C2 TJPs
vertical segment of ICA (in petrous bone) 52
class C2 clinical case 573, 575
class C3 clinical case 582, 583, 588
class C4Di2 clinical case 448
exposure 568
lower cranial nerve management and 626
partial mobilization 571
surgical anatomy (in relation to ICA) 555
Vesalius machine 149–150, 151
vestibular aqueduct, CT 35
vestibular nerve, MRI 37
vestibulococlear nerve (CNVIII) 21
C3Di2 and vagal paraganglioma combined, clinical case 332, 334
see also cochlear nerve; vestibular nerve
VHL (von Hippel–Lindau disease) and VHL gene 4, 455, 456
vidian artery 52
vocal cord augmentation 687
vocal fold medialization 683–684
von Hippel–Lindau disease (and VHL gene) 4, 455, 456
von Recklinghausen’s disease (neurofibromatosis type 1) and NF1 gene 4, 455, 456

W

wait and scan policy 107
carotid body tumors 463
vagal paragangliomas 348
Willis’ circle see circle of Willis

X

Xpert Stent system 122, 349, 566

Z

Zeiss S21 operating microscope 149
zellballen 2, 453